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Abstract
In this article we introduce an extension to the Discrete Event System (DEVS) formalism
called Vectorial DEVS (VECDEVS) that allows to represent large scale systems in a graphic block
diagram way. A pure VECDEVS model basically consist in an array of identical classic DEVS
models that may differ in their parameters. The interconnection of VECDEVS models with some
special classic DEVS models that can handle VECDEVS events allows to easily represent large
systems of arbitrary structure.
A noticeable feature of this extension is that VECDEVS models can be easily split for parallel
simulation. For that purpose, we developed an algorithm that automatically splits VECDEVS
models into an arbitrary number of sub-models for parallel simulation.
The implementation of VECDEVS and the partitioning algorithm in a DEVS simulation tool
is also described and its usage is illustrated through some application examples.
Keywords: DEVS, Large Scale Modeling, Parallel Simulation, Load Balancing
1 Introduction
Most modeling tools provide graphical interfaces that allow to build models creating and connecting
different subsystems. The usage of modular hierarchical coupling of subsystems is the typical way to
compose systems in most technical domains.
However, in presence of large scale systems, graphical modular hierarchical coupling is not enough
since it becomes impractical (or even impossible) to create and connect thousands of models in a
graphical way.
For that purpose, different modeling languages and tools allow the usage of vectorial models,
where components with a simple graphical representation can contain several identical instances of
elementary subsystems.
DEVS1 is the most general formalism for discrete event system modeling as it allows representing
any system provided that it performs a finite number of changes in finite intervals of time. This
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includes any type of discrete event systems, discrete time systems and even continuous time and
hybrid systems through the usage of Quantized State Systems (QSS) approximation algorithms2.
An important feature of QSS algorithms is that they exploit sparsity and handle discontinuities
in a very efficient manner. Thus, they are particularly suitable for the simulation of large scale
hybrid systems as it was shown in several applications3,4,5, where noticeable advantages over classic
algorithms for continuous system simulation have been demonstrated. A remarkable fact is that, in
those applications, QSS methods show a linear growth of the computational load with the system size,
while in classic integration methods it grows at least quadratically.
In spite of these advantages, DEVS does not have appropriate extensions to easily represent these
type of large scale models.
The main DEVS extension to support modeling and simulation of large scale systems is Cell–
DEVS6. However, cellular models cannot easily represent large systems with complex structures and
a vectorial extension appears as a necessary tool.
An alternative way to build large scale DEVS models is by means of automatic generators, that
following certain rules, construct complex structures of several components7. However, this approach
involves the extra work of having to code and test the generator software. Also, the description of
the constructed model may result too large to be handled by the simulation tool. Thus, in many
applications a direct methodology for large scale modeling may provide a better solution.
Motivated by this need, we propose here the Vectorial DEVSa formalism, which provides a way to
represent large scale models in a simple manner.
An atomic VECDEVS model consists in an array of identical atomic classic DEVS models (that can
differ only in the values of certain parameters). Atomic VECDEVS can be coupled in a hierarchical
way and the coupling is equivalent to an array of identical coupled DEVS models not connected
between them. Thus, in principle, pure VECDEVS models allow to easily represent several copies of
eventually complex coupled DEVS models.
The VECDEVS modeling technique is completed with some special atomic DEVS models that
can manipulate the VECDEVS events to provoke connections between the different copies and also
to connect VECDEVS models with regular DEVS models. That way, the new formalism allows to
represent large scale systems of complex structure.
The simulation of large scale systems usually requires using parallelization techniques. One of
the main features of VECDEVS is that models can be easily split for parallel simulation and we
developed an algorithm for automatic partitioning of Vectorial DEVS models. This algorithm can be
used to simulate large scale models in parallel using techniques such as Adaptive Scaled Real Time
Synchronization (ASRTS)3.
Besides defining the VECDEVS formalism, we have implemented a Vectorial DEVS library and
programmed the automatic partitioning in the DEVS simulation tool PowerDEVS9, providing also
some test cases.
It is worth mentioning that the initial PowerDEVS implementation of VECDEVS was previous to
the definition of the formalism itself. Therefore, the formalization of Vectorial DEVS is not mandatory
for its implementation. However, by defining the VECDEVS formalism we provide a common abstract
representation that can be seamlessly implemented in any other DEVS simulation tool. Moreover,
without the formalization of VECDEVS it would have been impossible to propose and implement the
automatic partitioning algorithm.
aThere is a DEVS extension named Vector-DEVS8 for specifying geographic information system (GIS) models. How-
ever, in Vector-DEVS the concept of vector refers to the data representing spatial coordinates meanwhile in Vectorial
DEVS the concept of vector refers to arrays of models.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the main concepts used in the rest of the
article and reviews some similar approaches from the literature.
Then Section 3 introduces the VECDEVS formalism and develops the tools for interconnecting
VECDEVS models, and Section 4 presents the PowerDEVS VECDEVS library implementation. Those
main results are completed with the automatic partitioning algorithm described in Section 5.
The usage of the new tools is then illustrated with some examples in Section 6 and finally, Section
7 concludes the article with a brief discussion about the current results and some future ideas.
2 Background and Related Work
In this section we introduce the concepts used along the rest of the article and we analyze some
related work from the literature. We first introduce the DEVS formalism and then the Quantized
State System (QSS) Methods, that allow to approximate continuous and hybrid systems with DEVS
models. Then we describe some DEVS simulation tools and we focus on PowerDEVS, the DEVS
simulation environment in which the actual implementation of our work is based on. Finally, we
analyze some related work on large scale DEVS models (focusing in Cell–DEVS) and we discuss about
different languages with vectorial modeling capabilities.
2.1 DEVS Formalism
DEVS (Discrete EVent System specification) is a formalism introduced first by Bernard Zeigler10,1.
A DEVS model processes an input event trajectory and –according to that trajectory and its own
initial conditions– it provokes an output event trajectory.
An atomic DEVS model is defined by the following structure:
M = (X,Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta)
where:
• X is the set of input event values, i.e., the set of all possible values that an input event can
adopt.
• Y is the set of output event values.
• S is the set of state values.
• ta : S → ℜ+0 is the time advance function, which says how long the system remains in a given
state until it performs an internal transition.
• δint : S → S is the internal transition function that defines the new state after the time advance
expires.
• λ : S → Y is the output function defining the output event value produced before each internal
transition.
• δextS × ℜ
+
0 ×X is the external transition function, which defines the new state after an input
event arrives.
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This formalism is also called classic DEVS to distinguish it from Parallel DEVS 1 (an extension
of classic DEVS to improve the treatment of simultaneous events).
Atomic DEVS models can be coupled. DEVS theory guarantees that the coupling of atomic DEVS
models defines new DEVS models (i.e. DEVS is closed under coupling) and then complex systems
can be represented by coupling DEVS models in a hierarchical way1.
Coupling in DEVS is usually represented through the use of input and output ports. With these
ports, the coupling of DEVS models becomes a simple block–diagram construction. Figure 1 shows a
coupled DEVS model N which is the result of coupling the models Ma and Mb.
Ma
Mb
N
Figure 1: Coupled DEVS model
According to the closure property, the model N can be used itself as an atomic DEVS and it can
be coupled with other atomic or coupled models.
DEVS coupled models can be easily simulated. The simplest way of doing it is writing a program
with a hierarchical structure equivalent to the hierarchical structure of the model to be simulated1.
2.2 Quantized State System Methods
The DEVS formalism allows to represent any type of discrete systems (discrete event and discrete
time). Moreover, numerical approximations of continuous time and hybrid systems can be also rep-
resented by DEVS models. While most numerical integration methods produce discrete time approx-
imations (which can eventually be represented by DEVS), there are some algorithms that directly
approximate continuous time systems by DEVS models.
These algorithms are called Quantized State Systems (QSS) methods11,2 and they replace the time
discretization by the state quantization.
A continuous time system can be written as a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
x˙(t) = f(x(t), t) (1)
where x ∈ ℜn is the state vector. The different QSS methods approximate the ODE by
x˙(t) = f(q(t), t) (2)
where q ∈ ℜn is the quantized state vector. The state and the quantized state vectors are component-
wise related by a quantization function. The usage of different quantization functions leads to different
QSS algorithms such as QSS111, QSS212, QSS313, LIQSS(1,2,3)14,5, BQSS and CQSS15.
QSS methods have nice stability and error bound properties2, and they are particularly efficient
to simulate continuous systems that exhibit frequent discontinuities.
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2.3 DEVS Simulation Tools
There are numerous tools for modeling and simulation of DEVS models. Some of them consist in sim-
ulation libraries where the user must describe the model programatically. Other tools offer graphical
user interfaces.
The first category includes ADEVS16, a C++ library that allows the use of two extension of
the DEVS formalism: Parallel DEVS17 and Dynamic DEVS18. DEVSJAVA and DEVS/HLA1 are
in this category also. Both tools, written in JAVA, support the execution of the simulation in a
multi–processor system and in real time.
CD++19 is based in Cell–DEVS, which supports real–time simulation and it constitutes one of
the most extended and elaborated DEVS–based simulation tools.
Finally PowerDEVS is an environment focused on continuous and hybrid system simulation based
on QSS approximations. Since the main applications of this article are related to hybrid system
simulation, we developed the VECDEVS extension and libraries in PowerDEVS. Thus, we shall focus
on this simulation tool and provide a more detailed description of that tool below.
2.4 PowerDEVS
PowerDEVS9 is a general purpose tool for DEVS simulation. It consists of two main modules: The
main graphic user interface (GUI) that allows the user to describe DEVS models in a block diagram
fashion as shown in Figure 2, and the simulation engine which is in charge of the simulation.
Figure 2: PowerDEVS Model Window.
An auxiliary tool (PowerDEVS pre–processor) translates the models into C++ descriptions that
are compiled together with the simulation engine producing and executable simulation code.
PowerDEVS can also simulate continuous (and hybrid) models through the use of different QSS
methods. For that goal, PowerDEVS distribution has a complete library for hybrid system simulation
based on these algorithms.
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End users can take the blocks from the libraries, build the block diagrams using the main GUI, and
invoke the simulation in a straightforward way (without any knowledge about the DEVS formalism).
DEVS–aware users can easily build new blocks by defining the dynamics of the corresponding
atomic DEVS model in C++ language using a simple GUI (called atomic model editor).
PowerDEVS Simulation Engine
Each simulation in PowerDEVS is executed by a C++ program that contains the simulation engine,
the model structure (obtained from the graphical block diagram representation) and the C++ classes
corresponding to the atomic models used in the system.
Atomics models associated to the same code belong to the same class. For example the In-
tegrator model in Figure 2 belongs to the Integrator class defined in the files integrator.h and
integrator.cpp. These files contain the code associated to the atomic model, that is, its internal
and external transition functions, the time function, the output function and the state definition.
All atomic model classes are inherited from the simulator class. This is an abstract class that acts
as an interface to deal with atomics models.
The external transition and and output functions take and return instances of the class Event,
used to represent the corresponding event values. The Event class has the following properties:
• Event.port: an integer that refers to the corresponding input or output port through which the
event is transmitted.
• Event.value: a void * (pointer to void) that allows the value of the event to take any arbitrary
type.
The hierarchical structure of coupled models is implemented in the Coupling class. Each object
of this class is associated with a DEVS coupled model that contains a list with internal/external
connections, atomic and coupled child models. Following the closure property of DEVS, the Coupling
class is inherited form the Simulator class.
The objects that form the hierarchical structure are instantiated at initialization. This initialization
function is generated automatically by PowerDEVS since it depends on the model that must be
simulated. In fact the only difference between the code that executes the simulation of different
models is this initialization function and their connections.
2.5 Related Work
We now discuss some work related with the results presented in this article.
2.5.1 Large Scale DEVS Models
To the best of our knowledge, the only DEVS extension suitable for large scale modeling is Cell-
DEVS20, a DEVS–specialized Cellular Automata (CA).
A CA is a regular n-dimensional lattice in which each of the cells can take a finite value. States in
the lattice are updated according to a local rule in a simultaneous, synchronous way, and cell states
change in discrete time steps.
Cell–DEVS is a combination of DEVS and CA with explicit timing delays where each cell is defined
as an atomic DEVS model, and a procedure to couple cells is defined.
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Cell–DEVS models have been widely used by the DEVS community in several applications includ-
ing (fire spreading, ecology, partial differential equations, etc).
However, its CA formulation restricts the usage of Cell–DEVS to large scale systems with regular
inter–connection structures. Thus, it is not the most appropriate tool for modeling large scale systems
with arbitrary structures.
2.5.2 Vectors of Models
The are several modeling languages and tools that allow defining vectors of models. That way, several
copies of a single model can be easily defined and interconnected producing large scale models that
can have more complex structures than those provided by cellular automatas.
Among the different modeling languages that permit defining vector of models we can mention:
• Statecharts21: This graphical modeling language is an extension of state machines and state
diagrams. It is used to specify and design complex Discrete Event Systems. Statechart users
can describe vectorial models to represent, for instance, N models of type M . For that goal, a
three-dimensional box can be drawn where each layer is a model of typeM (see Fig 3). Anyway,
the connections between models is restricted. All the models are connected in a regular structure
since they all share the same description except for a parameter value.
i e [0..9]
min-i
i+1
mod 10
d
Figure 3: StateChart representation of vectorial models
• Modelica22,23 is an object-oriented, equation-based language which allows the representation of
continuous as well as hybrid models using sets of non-causal equations. The Modelica language
provides a standardized way to model complex physical systems containing mechanical, elec-
trical, hydraulic, thermal, and general multi–domain subcomponents. Being an object-oriented
language, the Modelica user can define an array of models and connect them programatically.
Modelica graphical interfaces such as Dymola24 and OMEdit (by OpenModelica25), enable to
connect vectorial models in a graphical way.
• Mathwork’s Simulink26 is an environment for multi-domain simulation and Model-Based De-
sign for dynamic and embedded systems, which works as part of Matlab. This block–diagram
modeling tool supports vectorial modeling. It has the concept of Bus where multiple signals can
be transmitted in the same “wire”. When a Bus is connected to a scalar block (for example
an integrator), the block is replicated as many times as the bus size, thus obtaining a vectorial
version of the block. Simulink has blocks to multiplex and demultiplex scalar signals to bus
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signals and vice-versa and blocks to select a specified subset of the elements of the bus. This
gives Simulink the ability to model vectorial models while keeping the graphical description.
An alternative way to the construction of vectors of models is the use of single models handling
multidimensional input and output signals. In fact, this is the way Simulink works (at least from an
end user point of view).
However, in the context of the DEVS formalism this approach does not make sense as each event
represents a change in a particular place of the system. Thus, a multidimensional signal at each instant
of time would only contain a single value at one component, with the remaining vector entries having
a null value (i.e., NO EVENT ).
3 The Vectorial DEVS Formalism
In this section we introduce the new DEVS extension called Vectorial DEVS. We first discuss a moti-
vating example to show the need of the new formalism and then we formally define the parametrized
DEVS models (which constitute the basis of VECDEVS) and then the Vectorial DEVS formalism.
After analyzing the semantics of the new formalism, we introduce some special Interface DEVS models
that allow to represent more complex structures.
3.1 Motivating Example
The following example was taken from Perfumo et al.27, and it is a model proposed to study the power
consumption of a large population of Air Conditioners (AC).
The idea is that each AC controls the temperature of a different room. Each room has a different
temperature, thermal resistance and thermal capacity, and it suffers from different disturbances.
Each AC keeps the room temperature close to a common temperature reference, turning on and
off the cooling system. To this end, each AC unit follows a hysteretic on–off law.
The evolution of one room temperature θ(t) is described by a differential equation:
dθ(t)
dt
= −
1
C ·R
[θ(t)− θa +R · P ·m(t) + w(t)], (3)
where R and C are the thermal resistance and capacity of the room, respectively. P is the power
of the air conditioner when it is in its on state, θa is the outside temperature, and w(t) is a noise
term representing thermal disturbances. The term m(t) represents the on–off control of the AC, i.e.
m(t) = 1 when the AC is on and m(t) = 0 when it is off.
This system is a large scale hybrid model. As it was mentioned earlier, the QSS algorithms are
very efficient to simulate systems of this type.
Figure 2 shows the model of this AC unit in PowerDEVS. There, each block is a DEVS atomic
model resulting from the usage of QSS methods to approximate Eq.(3).
The model used in the article27 is in fact composed by 10000 AC units, where every room is
characterized by different parameters R and C, receiving a different disturbance w(t) and where every
AC unit has a different power consumption P . Then, the total power is the result of adding the
individual power consumption of all the AC units (the power is at the output of hysteresis block
labeled ’power’ in Fig. 2).
Thus, if we want to build the whole model, we should replicate the model of Fig. 2 10000 times,
changing the parameters accordingly and then we should create a sum block with 10000 input ports
to obtain the total power.
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Of course, we can simplify the problem using hierarchical coupling and forming clusters of 10
AC units, and then clusters of clusters until we get a whole model with 10000 ACs. However, that
solution does not help much, as in the end we will be dealing with a huge model anyway (although
better organized than before).
To take into account that in vectorial models the different components can have different param-
eters, we shall define first a formal extension of DEVS called Parametrized DEVS.
3.2 Parametrized DEVS Models
Parametrized DEVS models attempts to provide a tool to formally define sets of identical DEVS
models that differ in some given parameters.
An atomic model M(p):
M(p) = {X,Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta, p}
where p is a parameter belonging to an arbitrary parameter set P , such that functions δint, δext, λ and
ta may depend also on p will be called Parametrized DEVS Model.
Notice that two DEVS modelsM(p1),M(p2) with p1 6= p2 can exhibit different behavior. However,
they share the same input, output and state sets (X, Y , and S, respectively).
In the motivating AC example, we can define the parameter set P as:
P = ℜ+ ×ℜ+ ×ℜ+
so that each parameter p ∈ P has the form (R,C,Pw), i.e., the values for the resistance, capacitance
and AC power.
After the definition of parametrized DEVS models, we can define the Vectorial DEVS formalism.
3.3 Vectorial DEVS Definition
Given the set of scalar parametrized DEVS models:
M(p) = {X,Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta, p}
a Vectorial DEVS model is defined as a structure:
VD = {N,XV , YV , P, {Mi}}
In this structure,
• N ∈ N is the vector dimension.
• XV = X × Index ∪ {−1} is the set of vector input events. X is the set of scalar input events
and Index = {1, · · · , N} is the set of indexes saying which is the scalar atomic DEVS model
that receives the event.
• YV = Y × Index is the set of vector output events. Y is the set of scalar output events and
Index = {1, · · · , N} is the set of indexes saying which is the scalar atomic DEVS that emits the
event.
• P is a parameter set.
• For each i ∈ Index, p(i) ∈ P is a parameter and Mi = M(pi) is the corresponding scalar
parametrized DEVS model.
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3.4 Semantics of Vectorial DEVS Models
Input Events
When a Vectorial DEVS model VD receives an input event with value (x ∈ X, i ∈ Index), it executes
an external transition in the scalar atomic DEVS model Mi with value x.
Additionally, if the VECDEVS model receives an input event with values (x ∈ X,−1), then it
executes the external transition of all the scalar atomic models with value x.
Output Events
When the scalar model Mi produces an output event with value y ∈ Y , the Vectorial DEVS model
VD sends an output event with value (y, i).
If two (or more) scalar models, Mi and Mj schedule an output event for the same time, the
Vectorial DEVS model sends the event from the model with the smallest index.
3.5 Coupling Vectorial DEVS models
Vectorial DEVS models can be coupled among them like regular DEVS models. Of course, the
corresponding input and output sets and the size (N) of two interconnected Vectorial DEVS models
must be consistent.
When some Vectorial DEVS models (VD1 , VD2 , . . . , VDr) of dimension N are coupled, the structure
obtained is equivalent to that of N independent coupled DEVS scalar models (M11,M21, . . . ,Mr1),
(M12,M22, . . . ,Mr2), · · · , (M1N ,M2N , . . . ,MrN ). Here, Mki is the scalar DEVS model with index
i corresponding to the VECDEVS model VDk .
The N coupled scalar DEVS models will be identical to each other except for their parameters.
As we mentioned above, the coupling of r Vectorial DEVS models of dimension N represent N
disconnected systems since an event generated in a scalar model with index i will only be propagated
to other scalar models with the same index.
The interconnection of components with different indexes need the usage of some special DEVS
models that we shall describe later on.
Going back to our motivating example, if we want to model a population of 10000 AC units, we
can define a VECDEVS model of dimension 10000 for each block in Fig 2 and then we can couple the
Vectorial DEVS models following the same structure of that Block Diagram.
Figure 4 shows a PowerDEVS a graphical representation of the Vectorial DEVS model which looks
almost identical to that of Fig 2. Here each green block is actually a Vectorial DEVS model of size
10000, that is, each one contains 10000 instances of the underlying scalar block. We see also that there
are two scalar blocks (the source blocks for the reference temperature and the outside temperature)
connected to Vectorial DEVS through special scalar to vector blocks.
We shall introduce those blocks below.
3.6 Interface Models for Vectorial DEVS
Pure Vectorial DEVS models are limited to replicate an arbitrary number of instances of an atomic
or coupled scalar DEVS model.
In order to represent large models with more complex structures we need tools that allow to
interconnect scalar models with different indexes and, eventually, to interconnect Vectorial DEVS
models with scalar DEVS models.
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Figure 4: PowerDEVS Model of 10000 AC units using Vectorial DEVS
Thus, we introduce next some interface DEVS models that accomplish that goal. These blocks
are not Vectorial DEVS models. They are simple scalar DEVS models that can receive and/or send
vector events.
Event Routing Blocks
If we want to interconnect two Vectorial DEVS models so that the events emitted in the first one
with index i arrive to the second one with index j 6= i, we need to use an interface DEVS model that
modifies the vector event index.
We introduce then three different DEVS models with this functionality.
• Index Shift: The simplest DEVS model to manipulate vector event indexes is the Index Shift.
When it receives a vector event with value (x, i), it immediately sends an output event with
value (x, i+ sh) where sh is an integer parameter.
The index shift block has in fact two output ports. It normally sends the output events through
the first port. However, when i+ sh is greater than the dimension N , the event is sent through
the second port with index i+sh−N . Similarly, when i+sh is less than 1, the event is also sent
by the second port with index i+ sh+N . This allows the user to decide discarding or using the
events that become out of range after the index shifting. The usage of this block is illustrated
in the model of a transmission line described in Section 6.4.
• Index Map: A more general event routing mechanism can be defined by a binary incidence
matrix IMN×N . There, IMi,j = 1 indicates that all events generated with index i must be
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retransmitted with index j. Using this block between two Vectorial DEVS models, an arbitrary
connection structure can be obtained.
The usage of the Index Map is illustrated in the model of a spiking neural network discussed in
Section 6.3
• Index Selector: This model acts as an event filter, forwarding only the events that satisfy a given
predicate on their index. The transmitted events do not change their index nor value and the
remaining events are just discarded.
For instance, given the predicate:
Pred(i) = i>5 ∧ i<200
the Index Selector model will only propagate the events with index between 5 and 200. Notice
that if the predicate is static (i.e., it does not change with the time) the Index Selector is a
specialized version of an Index Map with a diagonal matrix IM where IMi,i = 1 if and only if i
satisfies the predicate.
The usage of the Index Map is also illustrated in the model of the spiking neural network of
Section 6.3
Using the Index Map block any connection structure can be defined, including those obtained
using Index Shift or Index Selector blocks. However, the Index Map block requires defining a complete
incidence matrix and its usage has a greater computational cost than that of the other blocks. Thus,
whenever it is possible to use an Index Shift block or an Index Selector block they should be preferred
over the Index Map block.
Interfacing Vectorial DEVS with regular DEVS models
If we want to connect a scalar DEVS model with a scalar component of a Vectorial DEVS model, we
need to add or remove the index information from the event value. That goal is accomplished by the
Scalar to Vector and the Vector to Scalar model interfaces.
• Scalar to Vector: This block simply adds the index i to the scalar event it receives, transforming
it into a vector event. This is, when it receives an event with value x it sends an event with
value (x, i) where i is the block parameter.
This block is used, for instance, in the model of Fig 4 in order to propagate the same reference
and outside temperature to all the scalar components representing each AC unit. There, the
parameter is i = −1.
• Vector to Scalar: This block has a parameter i containing the index of the vector events to
retransmit. When it receives a vector event with index j = i, it removes the index and sends
the scalar event through its output port. If the index received is j 6= i, then the event is just
discarded.
The usage of this block is illustrated in the example of the transmission line in Section 6.4, where
it is used to plot the trajectory produced by a scalar component of a vector integrator.
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Throughout the description of event routing and interfacing blocks we have assumed that the
connection parameters remain constant during the simulation, which results in a classic fixed structure
DEVS model. Dynamical structure DEVS models28 can be implemented by changing these parameters
during the simulation. This idea is not developed in this work, but will be considered for future
research.
4 PowerDEVS Implementation of Vectorial DEVS
A library of Vectorial DEVS models, including also the interface DEVS models described above, was
implemented in PowerDEVS. In this section, we describe this implementation.
4.1 Vector Events
As we described in Section 2.4, PowerDEVS events are instances of the C++ class Event, formed by
an integer representing the corresponding input or output port and a pointer to void representing the
value which can belong to any user defined class.
As PowerDEVS libraries are intended to implement QSS methods, their events represent sections
of polynomial trajectories. Thus, in spite of the fact that PowerDEVS allows to use any type of
event values, all the library blocks use an array of 10 doubles. This is, the event values point to an
array double y[10] where y[0] contains the first coefficient of the current polynomial section, y[1]
contains the second coefficient and so on.
The PowerDEVS vector library was built in order to be compatible with the rest of the libraries,
and so, the vector event values belong to a class vector defined as follows
class vector {
double value[10];
int index;
}
As C++ arrays are zero-indexed, the index values range from 0 to N − 1 rather than from 1 to
N as the formal definition states.
It is important to stress the difference between the port number and the index number. Both,
scalar and vector events, are characterized by a port number (the component Event.port of class Event
described in Sec. 2.4). The port number says through which input or output port the event is received
or sent. On the other hand, the index number is only present in vector events and it refers to the
scalar component of the Vectorial DEVS model that receives or sends the event.
4.2 Vectorial DEVS Models
Atomic Vectorial DEVS Models in PowerDEVS were implemented by regular atomic models that
contain an array of atomic models as part of their state.
Formally, given a set of parametrized scalar models
Mi =M(pi) = (X,Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta, pi)
where pi ∈ P is a parameter with i ∈ Index = {1, · · · , N}, the associated atomic Vectorial DEVS
model of size N can be described as follows:
VM = (VX , VY , VS , Vδint , Vδext , Vλ, Vta)
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where:
• VX = X × Index
• VY = Y × Index
• VS = {(s1, e1), (s2, e2), . . . , (sN , eN )}
• V δint(s) = {(s
′
1, e
′
1), (s
′
2, e
′
2), . . . , (s
′
N , e
′
N )}
where (s′i, e
′
i) =
{
(sj, ej + Vta(s)) if i
∗ 6= j
(δint(sj , pj), 0) if i
∗ = j
• V δext(s, (x, i), e) = {(s
′
1, e
′
1), (s
′
2, e
′
2), . . . , (s
′
N , e
′
N )}
where (s′i, e
′
i) =
{
(sj, ej + e) if i
∗ 6= j
(δext(sj, x, ej + e, pj), 0) if i
∗ = j
• Vλ(s) = (λ(si∗ , pi∗), i
∗)
• Vta(s) = mini(ta(si)− ei)
where i∗ = argmini(ta(si) − ei), i.e., the index of the scalar component that performs the next
transition.
Notice that most functions are just simple calls to the scalar component functions, so its imple-
mentation is straightforward. There are only two non–trivial issues:
• An algorithm is required to find the imminent scalar component i∗.
• The scalar components must be parametrized during the initialization.
The algorithm to find the imminent component must be efficient. The problem is that VECDEVS is
meant to deal with large scale models and something like a simple linear search cannot be accepted.
PowerDEVS engine already implements a heap structure inside coupled models in order to effi-
ciently find which is the imminent child.
In order to reuse this feature, we formed the state of the Vectorial DEVS atomic model with a
coupled model which contains the N atomic scalar components inside (without connections among
them). The atomic scalar components are instantiated at runtime, during the initialization.
As an example, the code below implements in PowerDEVS an atomic Vectorial DEVS model where
each scalar component is an atomic model that computes x2 (it corresponds to a block of PowerDEVS
continuous library associated to the class xpower2 ).
void vector_pow2::init(double t,...) {
va_list parameters;
va_start(parameters,t);
char *fvar= va_arg(parameters,char*);
N=getScilabVar(fvar ); //obtain the parameter N (dimension) defined in the GUI
D0 = new Coupling("CoupledPow2"); //instatiate the coupled model
Connection **EIC1 = new Connection* [0]; //connections are empty
Connection **EOC1 = new Connection* [0];
Connection **IC1 = new Connection* [0];
Simulator **D1 = new Simulator* [N]; //create an array of N atomic models
for (int i=0;i<N;i++){
D1[i] = new xpower2("xpower2i"); //instantiate the atomic models
D1[i]->init(t); //initialize the atomic models
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}D0->setup(D1,N,IC1,0,EIC1,0,EOC1,0); //build the coupled model
D0->init(t); //initialize the coupled model
}
double vector_pow2::ta(double t) {
return D0->ta(t); //this returns the time advance of the coupled model
}
void vector_pow2::dint(double t) {
D0->dint(t); //this performs dint on the imminent child
}
void vector_pow2::dext(Event x, double t) {
vector vec1=*(vector*)x.value; //cast the event value as a vector
int index=vec1.index;
if ((index>-1)&&(index<N)){
D0->D[index]->dextmessage(x,t); //send the event to the scalar component
D0->heap.update(index); //update the heap structure
} else if (index==-1) {
for (int ind=0;ind<N;ind++){
D0->D[ind]->dextmessage(x,t); //send the event to all scalar components
D0->heap.update(ind);
}
};
}
Event vector_pow2::lambda(double t) {
y= D0->D[D0->transitionChild]->lambdamessage(t); //obtain the imminent child’s
output event
vec=*(vector*)y.value; //convert it to vector format
vec.index=D0->transitionChild; //add the right index
y.value=&vec;
return y;
}
4.3 Parametrization of Scalar Components
Vectorial DEVS offers the possibility of defining scalar components with different parameters.
In PowerDEVS, the block parameters are defined in the GUI (by double clicking on each block).
Most blocks in PowerDEVS libraries, during their initialization routine, ask Scilab about the values
they receive. That way, if the parameter is an expression like a+32, Scilab will return the right value
for the expression (assuming that variable a is defined in Scilab workspace).
This mechanism was exploited also for Vectorial DEVS models. Here, the vector atomic model
asks Scilab about their parameter values. Then, it initializes their scalar components according to the
following rule:
• If a parameter value is scalar, all the scalar component receive the same value for that parameter.
• If a parameter value is a Scilab vector V of size N , then the vector model initializes the i–th
scalar component with value Vi for that parameter.
That way, if we want to create a vector model of dimension N where the scalar components have
a different parameter value, we must use as parameter for the Vectorial DEVS model a Scilab vector
of dimension N .
4.4 Vectorization of Scalar Models
Taking into account what was discussed before, a vector of previously defined scalar models in Pow-
erDEVS can be created with the following procedure:
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1. Define a new empty atomic model with the same number of input and output ports than the
original scalar model and with the same parameters, adding one parameter to indicate the vector
size N .
2. In the initialization function, instantiate a Coupled model and, inside it, create N scalar atomic
models, initializing its parameters as it was explained before.
3. At the internal transition and time advance functions invoke the corresponding functions of the
Coupled model.
4. At the external transition, decompose the received vector event value (x, i) and execute the
external transition of scalar model i with event value x. If i is equal to −1, then execute the
external transition of all children (with value x).
5. At the output function, compose the vector event value (x, i) with the output event value x and
the index i of the imminent child.
This was the procedure used, for instance, to convert the scalar model xpower2 into the corresponding
vectorial model explained in Sec. 4.2. For other examples, including the usage of vector parameters,
we refer the reader to the source code of PowerDEVS library available at SourceForge29.
5 Automatic Partitioning of Vectorial DEVS Models for Parallel
Simulation
Parallel simulation of DEVS models is usually based on splitting a large model into p sub-models (where
p is the number of processing units or processors) so that every sub-model has a similar workload and
the event traffic between different sub-models is minimized to avoid the resulting communication and
synchronization overhead. Techniques such as those presented by Bergero et al.3 for parallelization of
DEVS models require a previous stage of model partitioning which in presence of complex connection
structures can be very complicated.
Pure Vectorial DEVS models consist in N identical disconnected scalar DEVS models. Thus, in
this case the partition is straightforward. We can assign to the first processor all the scalar blocks
with indexes from 1 to N/p. Then, we put in the second processor all the blocks with indexes from
N/p+1 to 2∗N/p and so on. That way, no events are transmitted between processors and the parallel
simulation is straightforward.
However, in most applications we shall deal with non–pure Vectorial DEVS models. There, the
presence of index shift and other interface DEVS models, produces more complex structures and the
partitioning technique is no longer that simple.
In this Section, we study the problem of automatic partitioning of Vectorial DEVS models, starting
with the trivial case of pure VECDEVS and then extending the results for the presence of Index Shift
and Index Map blocks. We also discuss the implementation in PowerDEVS.
In all cases, the resulting split model is a coupled DEVS model that can be simulated by the
regular DEVS simulation algorithm or using parallelization techniques like ASRTS3.
There are alternative parallelization techniques like Map-Reduce30 that are based on the parallel
calculation of a single function with different input data. However, except for pure VECDEVS models,
the different sub-models dynamically interact with each other and these kind of strategies cannot be
applied in general cases.
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5.1 Partition of Pure Vectorial DEVS Models
As we mentioned above, the basic idea to split a pure Vectorial DEVS model into p sub-models is to
place the scalar components with indexes in a given range on the same processor.
This is equivalent to convert a vector DEVS model of dimension N into p identical vector DEVS
models of dimension N/p. For simplicity, we shall assume that N can be divided by p. b
More formally, given a modelM that is the result of couplingK Vectorial DEVS models V1, V2, · · · , VK
of dimension N , the partition algorithm consist in forming p disconnected coupled models identical to
M except that each Vi have now dimension N/p.
This procedure for p = 2 is illustrated by Figure 5.
Figure 5: Partition of a coupled model with Vectorial DEVS.
5.2 Partitioning in Presence of Interface DEVS Models
Event routing DEVS models provoke connections between scalar components with different indexes.
Thus, in presence of these blocks, the partitioned model will look like the model of Fig 5 but with
connections between the different coupled models.
In addition, when Vectorial DEVS models and regular DEVS models are interconnected through
the corresponding interface models (vector to scalar and scalar to vector), the partitioning algorithm
must also place the scalar DEVS models in one or more processors.
Here, we describe different rules that extend the partitioning algorithm to deal with Event Routing
blocks and interface DEVS models.
Partitioning with Index Shift Blocks
The Index Shift model is the simplest Event Routing block. It interconnects scalar components of
index i with scalar components of index i+ sh (where sh can be a positive or a negative integer).
We shall assume that |sh| > n/p, i.e., that the index shift is smaller than the number of scalar
components in one processor. In large scale models, this assumption will be always satisfied.
Thus, scalar components placed in the j–th processor can be only connected to scalar components
placed in the processors j − 1, j, or j + 1.
bIf N is not a multiple of p, then some of the resulting vector DEVS models will have different dimension.
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Thus, for each index shift block we simply add an input port and an output port to each coupled
model. When sh > 0 we connect the output port of each coupled model with the input port of the
next one. Otherwise, we connect the output port with the input port of the previous one.
Internally, the new coupled input port is connected to all the models that were connected to the
index shift’s first outport. The new coupled outport, on the other hand, is connected with the second
output port of the index shift block. That way, the events with index greater than N/p or smaller
than 1 are transmitted to the neighbor coupled model and received by the correct scalar component.
For instance, the model of Figure 6 contains tow index shift blocks with parameters sh = 1 (Index
Shift 0) and sh = −1 (Index Shift 1) connecting a vector integrator and a vector sum block.
Figure 6: A Model with index routing blocks.
This model can be split as it is shown in Fig 7. In this new model, both sub-models are identical
to the original model of Fig 7 except that the dimension of the Vectorial DEVS models is now N/2.
We see that the new ports corresponding to Index Shift 0 (the first ports in LP0 and LP1) connect
the j-th processor with the j− 1 (LP1 with LP0) because the Index Shift 0 sh parameter was −1. On
the contrary the ports corresponding to Index Shift 1 (the second ports in LP0 and LP1) connect the
j-th processor with the j + 1 (LP0 with LP1) because the Index Shift 1 sh parameter was 1.
Figure 7: Split model with index routing blocks.
It is not difficult to realize that the models of Figs.6 and 7 have identical behavior.
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Partitioning with Index Map Blocks
The Index Map is a more advanced event routing block, where the user can implement all the possible
connection schemes (See Section 3.6).
Let us suppose that we want to partition a model that connects Vectorial DEVS components of
dimension N with an Index Map block characterized by a binary matrix IM of dimension N ×N , as
shown at the left side of Fig.8. Then, we proceed as follows:
• We generate p sub-models containing the VECDEVS models but now with dimension N/p.
• At every sub–model, we add p Index Map blocks.
• We split the matrix IM into p× p sub-matrices IMi,j of size N/p ×N/p so that
IM =


IM1,1 · · · IM1,p
...
. . .
...
IMp,1 · · · IMp,p


and we characterize the j–th Index Map block of the i–th sub–model with the binary sub-matrix
IMi,j .
• Then, at every sub-model we add p external input and output ports and we connect the j–th
Index Map to the j–th output port with j = 1, . . . , p.
• For each connection of the original model from a component to the Index Map block, at each
sub-model we add p connections from the component to the p Index Map new blocks.
• For each connection of the original model from the Index Map block to a component, at each
sub-model we add p connections from the p external input blocks to the component.
• Then, we add the connections between sub-models so that the j–th output of the i–th sub–model
is connected to the i–th input port of the j–th sub-model.
• Taking into account that DEVS forbids the connection of a sub-model with itself, the i–th input
and output port of the i–th sub–model must be removed and the corresponding connections
must be replaced by direct connections from the i–th Index Map to the components.
In Figure 8 we see on the left the original model with an Index Map block and on the right the
second sub-model resulting of the partitioning algorithm here described with p = 4.
Note that the Index Selector block is a special case of the Index Map, thus the same rules apply
to its partitioning.
Interconnection with Scalar Blocks
The interconnection of Vectorial DEVS models and scalar DEVS models is performed through the
interface Scalar to Vector and Vector to Scalar blocks.
In presence of these blocks, the partitioning algorithm proceeds replicating all the scalar and inter-
face blocks in all the processors, and modifying the interface block parameter to obtain an equivalent
behavior.
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Figure 8: Split model with index routing blocks.
Let us analyze first the Scalar to Vector interface, which converts the scalar events to vectorial
events with index j being j the block parameter.
When the parameter is j = −1, the block acts as a broadcaster that sends the received scalar
events to all the scalar components of the vectorial model. Thus, in this case, we do not need to
modify the parameter.
When the parameter is j 6= −1 all the scalar events received are only sent to the j–th scalar
component. Then, we modify the parameter of the replicated Scalar to Vector block at the k–th
processor as:
jk = j − (k − 1) ·N/p
That way, at first processor the parameter is j1 = j, at the second the parameter is j2 = j−N/p, etc.
That parameter has only a valid value when 1 ≥ jk ≥ N/p, which only occurs at the processor where
the original j–th scalar component is placed. In the remaining processors, the value is either negative
or greater than N/p and the events are discarded. Thus, the scalar events are only transmitted to the
correct scalar component.
For the Vector to Scalar interface the procedure is analogous and the parameters are modified
following the same rule as before.
5.3 Model Partitioning Algorithm
We summarize here the algorithm for partitioning a coupled model M with Vectorial DEVS models
of size N into p sub–models.
1. We create p disconnected coupled models M1,M2, · · · ,Mp, identical to the original coupled
model M .
2. We resize each vectorial model in Mi from N to N/p (we assume that p divides N).
3. For each Index Shift block, we add an output port and an input port to all the coupled models
Mi. Then, we create a connection from the second output port of the Index Shift to the new
coupled model output port and another connection from the new coupled model input port to
the input of the Index Shift block.
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4. If the parameter of the Index Shift block is sh > 0, then we add a connection from the new
output port of Mi to the new input port Mi+1, for all i < N . Otherwise, if sh < 0, we add a
connection from the new output port of Mi to the new input port Mi−1 for all i > 1.
5. For each Index Map block we replicate p instances in each of the p sub–models and connect them
following the rules described in Section 5.2.
6. For each ScalarToVector or VectorToScalar interface inside coupled model Mk with index pa-
rameter i 6= −1, we change the index according to
ik = i− (k − 1) ·N/p
.
6 Applications and Examples
In this section we present some examples that illustrate the usage and different applications of the
Vectorial DEVS extension.
The simulation results reported below were obtained using a CPU with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor running under Linux–Ubuntu Operating System.
6.1 Queue-Processor System
In this example we study a pure Discrete Event System, namely a Queue-Processor system. The
model consists of N identical queue-processor sub-systems with an admission control mechanism.
Each sub–system contains a queue that stores the jobs received and a processor that computes
the jobs and notifies the queue whenever a job is completed so the queue sends a new job. The
admission control block receives jobs and decides whether to send them to the Queue or to discard
them according to the number of jobs currently stored in the Queue.
The jobs are generated by a Job Generator block and sent to the first queue-processor sub-system.
When the queue of the first sub-systems gets full, the jobs are discarded and sent to the second
queue-processor sub–system. The model is connected as a chain, i.e. the jobs discarded in the n-th
queue-processor sub-system are sent to the n + 1 th subsystem. The discarded jobs from the last
queue-processors are lost.
Figure 9 shows the hand–made (non vectorial) PowerDEVS model with N = 10.
We can easily model this system using VECDEVS. First, we have to develop vectorial versions
of the blocks (as described in Sec. 4.4) and then connect the discard port to the input port of the
Admission Control block using an index shift (with a shift of +1). Figure 10 shows the resulting
VECDEVS model.
Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the first queue-processor system, where we can see the
action of the admission control block (in blue), discarding jobs when the queue gets full (green pulses),
and sending more jobs when the queue has space (red pulses).
Table 1 compares the compilation and simulation time between the VECDEVS and the non vecto-
rial model for dimension N = 10, 100, 500. The simulation times of the VECDEVS model are slightly
larger than those of the non–vectorial model in this case. This can be explained by the presence of an
extra Index Shift block, which increases the number of events. On the other hand, the compilation
time remains constant in the VECDEVS model (in fact, the VECDEVS model is always the same,
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Figure 9: The Queue-Processor sub-system
Figure 10: The VECDEVS Queue-Processor sub-system
independent of the size given by the parameter N), while it grows considerably with N in the non
vectorial case.
It is worth mentioning that while the size of the file describing the VECDEVS model is independent
of the dimension (9.8 KB in the three cases), in the non vectorial version it increases with N (138 KB,
7.8 MB, and 185 MB respectively).
Also, the modeling process of the VECDEVS version is much simpler and faster and the system
dimension can be changed without modifying the model, just by changing the parameter N .
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Figure 11: Simulation results of a queue–processor system with admission control.
Table 1: Compilation and Simulation times (in seconds) vs. model dimension (N) for the Queue–
Processor system.
10 100 500
Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim.
VECDEVS 0.18 0.85 0.18 4.69 0.18 17.6
Hand-Made 0.2 0.59 1.24 3.91 7.3 14
6.2 State Space model
Continuous time linear time invariant systems play a key role in Automatic Control applications.
These systems are usually represented in the following state–space form:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
where x(t) and u(t) are the state and input vector, respectively. A and B are the evolution and input
matrices.
Representing a QSS approximation of a system like this using scalar DEVS models can be very
uncomfortable when the dimension of x(t) is large. The reason is that the model requires using a large
number of integrators and gain components.
However, using Vectorial DEVS the model becomes straightforward. Figure 12 shows the corre-
sponding PowerDEVS model build with blocks from the vectorial library.
In this model, besides standard, vectorial and interface DEVS models, there is a new block called
Matrix Gain that processes vectorial events multiplying a matrix by the input event value.
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Figure 12: PowerDEVS generic State Space Model using VECDEVS
The different blocks (integrators, weighted sum, and matrix gain) can take their parameters from
Scilab workspace. In this example we have defined in Scilab the matrices:
A =

 0 1 00 0 1
−2 −4 −3

 , B =

00
1

 (4)
for a constant input u = 1 we get the trajectories of Figure 13 for the three state variables.
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Figure 13: State variables
This example has a low dimension and performance comparisons do not show differences between
vectorial and non–vectorial approaches. However, the modeling tasks are greatly simplified with
the usage of VECDEVS. Here, the user only has to provide the matrices A and B to simulate any
state space model, while in a non–vectorial approach, a complex and large block diagram must be
constructed for each model.
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6.3 Spiking Neural Network
This model, attempts to reproduce a model31, consisting in a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) composed
by 1000 leaky integrate-and-fire neurons.
Each neuron follows the dynamics:
dv
dt
= (Vrest − V )− gex(Eex − Vrest) + ginh(Einh − Vrest) (5a)
τex
dgex
dt
= −gex (5b)
τinh
dginh
dt
= −ginh (5c)
where V (t) is the membrane potential, gex and ginh are the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic con-
ductances, respectively, and the remaining variables are the neuron parameters.
The neuron fires when it cross the threshold Vth = −50mV and resets the membrane potential
to Vrest = −60mv. When a neuron fires, an impulse is transmitted to the neurons to which it is
connected. That impulse, instantaneously changes the values of τex or τinh depending on the excitatory
or inhibitory feature the firing neuron.
In this model, the connections were defined randomly, so that every neuron is connected to about
20 neurons (i.e., a 2% probability of connection). The excitatory or inhibitory feature of each neuron
was also randomly chosen, so that about 800 neurons are of excitatory type and about 200 neurons
are of inhibitory type.
We modeled the SNN in PowerDEVS using Vectorial DEVS blocks, as can be seen in Figure
14. The blocks map exc and map inh are instances of Index Map and they represent the neuron
interconnections. The blocks excitatory and inhibitory are instances of Index Selector and they split
the network into excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
Figure 14: Model of a Spiking Neural Network
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The input exc and output inh blocks are Poisson vectorial sources. The coupled model Neurons
contains a vectorial model for 1000 instances of Eq.(5a), as shown in Fig 15. Similarly, the coupled
model Synapsis contains a vectorial model for 1000 instances of Eqs.5b–5c, as shown in Fig 16.
Figure 15: Model of the neurons
Figure 16: Model of the synapses
The model was simulated using the QSS3 method, obtaining similar results to those of the article31.
Figure 17 shows the simulated membrane potential at one randomly chosen neuron.
In this case, building a non vectorial model is almost impossible. Each neuron is described by
about 25 interconnected blocks, and the whole model contains 1000 randomly interconnected neurons.
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Figure 17: Membrane potential of a randomly chosen neuron
Thus, building the corresponding block diagram may take several days of work. Thus, in this case we
were unable to compare VECDEVS results against non vectorial ones.
A system similar to this one was used in4. That time around, as VECDEVS was not available,
the standard DEVS model was built programming an ad–hoc automatic model builder, in a similar
manner to what is described in7. The process of programming the model builder took a couple of
days and the compilation of the resulting large scale DEVS model took several minutes. In contrast,
the usage of VECDEVS allows to build the model immediately and the compilation of the resulting
large scale model is almost instantaneous.
6.4 LC Transmission Line
The following system of equations represents a lumped model of a lossless transmission line, formed
by N sections of LC (inductor and capacitor) circuits:
v˙j =
ij − ij+1
C
i˙j =
vj−1 − vj
L
for i = 1, . . . , N .
We consider also a input step:
v0(t) =
{
1 if t < 1
0 otherwise
(6)
This system is easily represented using Vectorial DEVS in PowerDEVS as we have seen in Figure
6.
Taking N = 600 and using L = C = 1 and null initial conditions we get a marginally stable system
of order 1200.
We simulated the system with QSS3. Figure 18 shows the voltage at the end of the transmission
line v600(t).
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Figure 18: Simulation Result – Voltage at the end of the line.
Table 2 shows a comparison of compilation and simulation time between the VECDEVS version
and the non vectorial hand-made version of this model for a final simulation time of TF = 1200 sec.
In this case, the simulation times are similar between both models. However, as in the first example,
the compilation times are constant in Vectorial DEVS while it grows noticeably in the non vectorial
case. As before, the file size of the VECDEVS description is constant (9 KB) while the file size of the
hand-made version for N = 50, 500, 1000 is 13 MB, 297 MB and 1.2 GB respectively.
Table 2: Compilation and Simulation times (in seconds) vs. model dimension (N) for the LC Line.
50 500 1000
Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim.
VECDEVS 0.2 2.52 0.2 17.9 0.2 28.6
Hand-Made 1.82 4.31 10.7 18.3 24.65 27.9
We have used the automatic partitioning algorithm for this example and simulated the resulting
model with the parallelization techniques presented by the authors3. The model is similar to the one
of Fig. 7 but split into 12 sub-models. Here we choose 12 sub-models because the target platform
for simulation is an Intel i7-970 processor running at 3.20GHz with 12 cores. These sub-models were
simulated in parallel with the ASRTS technique were we found an acceleration 5.5 times over the
the sequential simulation. The application of the ASRTS would have not been possible without the
partitioning algorithm here presented.
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6.5 Power control of an air conditioner population
Here, we recall the motivating example of Section 3.1, consisting in a large population of air con-
ditioners. The corresponding PowerDEVS model of Fig. 4 was modified adding a vector sum block
that calculates the sum of the event values received with different indexes. This vector sum does a
reduction operation on the events it receives. It has p vectorial inports and one scalar outport and
computes the sum of all its input signals. Notice that an vectorial event with value (x, i) coming from
the first inport represents a different input than a vector with the same value but coming from the
second inport. Formally the block computes:
P (t) =
N∑
i=1
mi(t) · Pi
which represents the power consumption of the total group of AC.
A global control system regulates it, so it follows a desired power profile Pr(t). In order to
accomplish this, a Proportional Integral (PI) control law is used to compute the reference temperature:
θr(t) = KP · [Pr(t)− P (t)] +KI ·
∫ t
τ=0
[Pr(τ)− P (τ)]dτ
where KP and KI are the parameters of the PI controller.
In this example we chose N = 2400 air conditioner units, and the set of parameters given in cited
article27. The resulting model can be seen in Figure 19, where we see the addition of the vector sum
in the AC model.
Figure 19: Model of the AC population with a PI Control
The results of the simulation using QSS3 can be seen in Fig. 20.
Table 3 shows a comparison of compilation and simulation times between the VECDEVS and the
non–vectorial versions of this model. As before, the simulation times are similar. Also, the compilation
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time of Vectorial DEVS remains constant while it grows with N in the non-vectorial case. The file
size of the VECDEVS description is also constant (30 KB) while the size of the hand-made versions
for N = 100, 500, 1000 is 18 MB, 348 MB and 1.6 GB respectively.
Table 3: Compilation and Simulation times (in seconds) vs. model dimension (N) for the Air Condi-
tioners models.
100 500 1000
Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim. Comp. Sim.
VECDEVS 0.212 0.7 0.212 5.84 0.212 12.2
Hand-Made 2.73 0.79 15.63 5.32 40.19 14.2
Here we again used the automatic partitioning algorithm to split the model of Fig. 4 into 11 sub-
models. The resulting model has 11 Airs blocks with out any connections. We then added manually
the Control PI (the 12-th block) and its connection. This is done because the algorithm for automatic
partitioning does not take into account blocks like the vector sum. This block is neither pure vectorial,
nor does event routing or acts as an interface. The kind of computation it performs (a reduction)
needs special treatment in the algorithm that is not yet included.
The split model can bee seen in Fig. 21. There we see that each AC sub-model sends its power
consumption to the control and the control sends back the reference temperature to all the AC sub-
models.
Once split, we simulated the model again using ARSTS on the same platform than before and
found acceleration of 9 times over the sequential simulation. Again, the use of the ASRTS technique
would have been impossible without the split model.
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Figure 21: Split model of the AC population with a PI Control
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we have introduced an extension to the DEVS formalism called Vectorial DEVS for
modeling and parallel simulation of large scale continuous and hybrid systems. We have also developed
a set of interface DEVS blocks that allow to interconnect VECDEVS models in order to build systems
with complex structures. Additionally, we have proposed an algorithm that automatically splits
Vectorial DEVS models for parallelization purposes.
The new formalism was implemented in PowerDEVS, a graphical tool for DEVS modeling and
simulation, developing a new library and developing some application examples. The automatic par-
titioning algorithm was also implemented in PowerDEVS.
In the examples analyzed, the usage of VECDEVS shows several advantages, reducing significantly
the time for building large scale systems and the compilation time of the resulting models, while
preserving almost unchanged the execution time of the simulations.
Developing non vectorial models of large scale systems requires at least replicating several blocks
and carefully interconnecting them, tasks which are time consuming and error prone. Also, the
modeling GUIs become slower by the burden of having to deal with these huge model descriptions.
All these issues are elegantly solved with the usage of Vectorial DEVS.
For future work, we are considering exploiting some features of Vectorial DEVS models to develop
a dynamic partitioning algorithm, where the vector size of the sub–models at different processors is
periodically changed in order to keep a balanced workload. Taking into account the way VECDEVS is
defined, the implementation of such algorithm is not very difficult as a new partitioning only affects the
parameters related to the indexes of event routing and interfacing blocks and the size of the Vectorial
DEVS models.
As mentioned before, Dynamical DEVS structures28 can be implemented by changing the param-
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eters of the event routing blocks during the simulations. This opens several lines of work in structure
optimization applications32,33.
Simulation–Based Optimizations can be implemented in a straightforward manner using VECDEVS.
One can set different parameters in every index of the VECDEVS model and process the output of
each sub-simulation to find optimal parameters. This encourages us to investigate optimization ap-
plications34. In the same way stochastic analysis35,36 can be made by setting different conditions to
each sub-model.
The extension of the partitioning algorithm is also promising. For example including support for
blocks like the vector sum would broaden the application of the Vectorial DEVS formalism.
The application of the partitioning algorithm with other methods of parallel or distributed simu-
lations is also an interesting problem to study. Once the model is split into several sub-models, the
usage of specific communication protocols37 may extend the usage of techniques like ASRTS for dis-
tributed simulation. It is also worth analyzing the partitioning algorithm presented here in a formal
framework38 comparing different model partitioning techniques.
So far, Vectorial DEVS considers only one dimensional arrays of models. Another future line is to
develop a multi–indexed version of the formalism, for example, having two indexes in the events one
could model matrix-type models.
PowerDEVS is an Open Source project developed at the National University of Rosario (UNR)
and the French-Argentine International Center for Information and Systems Sciences (CIFASIS) .
The software with all the features and models described in this article can be downloaded from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/powerdevs/.
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